JUNTOS – NEWSLETTER – January, 2019
This Newsletter is about our teachers. The day to day functioning of the program rests
on their shoulders. They are the ones who drive around Cuernavaca in a car filled with
computers, sometimes with tables strapped to the roof of the car, and go from site to
site. Without their energy, their enthusiasm and their encouragement, JUNTOS would
not be able to function. Each one of them brings his own particular touch and together
they make a great team.
Sergio
Sergio is one busy person. He both studies and works, and he is going to be a father in
February. He is completing a degree in computer programming, and in one year, will
receive a Licenciatura en Informática from the local university, the equivalent of a
Bachelor of Science. To complete his degree, he has to do both a practicum and one
year of social service. Since he teaches computers, he has been able to convince his
professors that the work he does at JUNTOS counts as a practicum. He also hopes to
complete the social service part of his degree by staying with JUNTOS.

Sergio

Sergio likes working with the robots because his knowledge of programming is a big
asset. He was very reluctant to talk about himself and smiled shyly when we talked
about his forthcoming fatherhood.

Emmanuel
Like Sergio, Emmanuel did not want to talk about himself. He is the provider for his
mother and his three younger brothers. Two of the brothers are still in grade school and
the third has just begun middle school. His biggest challenge during the past year has
been building a house for his family. Owning their homes has been a long term, ongoing
goal for three of our teachers. Emmanuel’s house is partially completed and he keeps
adding bits and pieces according to the funds that he has available. He had hoped to be
able to move in 2018, and we hope he will achieve his goal this year.
Emmanuel thought that 2018 was an exceptionally good year for JUNTOS. He
mentioned the robots introduced in January and the Khan Academy Khanpeonato
(championship) they ran for ten weeks in the fall. He felt that cooperative learning was
furthered by both activities.

Lilia
Lilia is the head teacher in every way. She is the force that puts it all together, the
organizer, the leader. A very gifted teacher, she conveys her enthusiasm to both her
fellow teachers and to the students. Lilia and her husband have three children, two boys
and a little girl who will be two years old in February. The gifted Matias seen below
holding the Khan certificate, is her eldest. He has grown up coming to classes and is a
true whiz. In the Khanpeonato challenge this fall, he was one of the top students. The
two younger children will probably follow in his footsteps.

Lilia and her husband have recently moved into the new
house, one they spent many years building. Until very recently, they
lived with her husband’s family, but as her own family grew, their
space became increasingly cramped.

Unlike Sergio and Emmanuel, Lilia has much to say about the
JUNTOS program. She feels that the Khanpeonato helped
promote team work and that in many cases she witnessed
students helping each other. Although at first she did not
show great interest in introducing basic math into our
program, she now feels it is a huge asset. She has also become a believer in the Khan
methodology which is based on repetition and praise. The virtual cups and diplomas are
aspects of the program she wishes to repeat, perhaps not with the Khan program but
with something else. Having all the students at a given location work as a team has
been a very enriching experience for all.

Óscar
Óscar is Lilia´s brother and while she concentrates on content, he is in charge of the
hardware. He sets up the network, installs the routers, fixes the computers, decides
which ones need to be replaced, and can pretty much solve any technical problem. His
knowledge of the hardware keeps the program running. We all know that when
computers don’t work properly, the next step is frustration and impatience. Óscar makes
sure this is not the case.

Óscar is the father of two children, a boy, Dan, who is old enough to attend the
computer classes, and a baby girl. Like his sister´s children, Dan is very bright and was
the first to build and program the Lego robot.
Óscar´s next big job is to completely rewire the computer room at one of our sites,
Ministerios de Amor. He has been able to convince the administrators to get rid of the
old computers, set the entire room up as a network and have filters in place so the
children can work without being able to go to inappropriate sites. For a shelter like
Ministerios de Amor this is a huge help because it means that the computer room can
now stay open all the time, have equipment that works properly, and allows the children
to do homework and web searches all the time.
In the past we have had a fifth teacher but instead of hiring, we are using the advanced
students at each of the sites to act as teacher’s helpers. This has been a big success
because it has shown their classmates that they can not only help the JUNTOS
program but also earn some money on the side.
Our JUNTOS website:
http://juntos-together.ca/donate/

